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From Wikipedia.org article on Daniel Carroll, “Carroll was an active member of the Constitutional Convention. Like his good friend James Madison, Carroll was convinced that a strong central government was needed to regulate commerce among the states and with other nations.”

“He was a prominent member of one of the United States' great colonial Catholic families, whose members included his younger brother Archbishop John Carroll, the first Catholic bishop in the United States and founder of Georgetown University;” from wikipedia.org article on Daniel Carroll.

“Carroll spoke about 20 times during the debates at the Constitutional Convention and served on the Committee on Postponed Matters. Returning to Maryland after the convention, he campaigned for ratification of the Constitution, but was not a delegate to the state convention.”


Daniel Carroll’s younger brother John Carroll was a Jesuit and the leader of the Catholic Church in the US. The Jesuits were known as a semi-military organization or a company related to Jesus as Ignatius Loyola was a former soldier from Spain who trained in France.

Bear has meanings such as give birth to, talk to, transmit, hold up, support and this other meaning of militia as a religious organization or organization of people with spiritual issues in mind could mean bear arms relates to transmit, supporting, holding up, giving birth to people rather than related to guns, arms, weapons, missiles.

2nd Amendment interpretation changes when we see John Carroll as the director of the Catholic Church in the US and his older brother’s connection with the writing of the US Constitution. This interpretation as

“e. To take as a companion, take along with one; to carry as a consequence.
Obs. f. to bear across: to support (things) going across. c. to bear (any one) company (fellowship obs.) , to bear a hand: to bring, give, lend it. †to bear one a blow: to give or ‘fetch’ him a blow. Obs. bear, v.l

Can be used to support association rights with others when jurisdictions deny association such as when Cook County and Illinois deny phone, visitation, fresh air away from smoking, consent, home, religious services, museums, parks, zoos, reunions to people and families under guardianship.